MODEL No.  
AC-5ND

Insulated terminals : 2.0 mm² (blue)

SPECIFICATIONS

- Applicable air pressure : 0.48-0.58 Mpa
- Air consumption : 34 liters/min at 30 crimps/min
- Output force : 12.7 kN at 0.48 Mpa air pressure

FEATURES

* Capable of crimping several types of terminals up to 5.5 mm² with interchangeable jaws.

* Bench mounted, air operated AC-5ND is suitable for continuous crimping for production line.

AF2 foot pedal adjusts jaw butting time by air timer so that butting time is regulated regardless of operator. This will prevent spring back of crimped terminal and maintain constant crimp heights.

F-200 Jaw : Tab 0.5-1.25, 2 mm²

Cutter Jaw : Cu, Al wire 7 mm O.D.

REMARKS

Optional Jaw

Jaw #  | Applicable terminals
--- | ---
# 1 Jaw | Non-insulated 1.25, 2, 5.5 mm²
# 3 Jaw | Insulated 1.25 mm²
# 4 Jaw | Insulated 2 mm²
# 5 Jaw | Insulated 5.5 mm²
# 7A Jaw | Closed End 1.3-3, 2-6 mm²
F-200 Jaw | Tab 0.5-1.25, 2 mm²
Cutter Jaw | Cu, Al wire 7 mm O.D.

ACCESSORIES

Standard foot pedal
Jaws are sold separately

WEIGHT

2.7 kg with Foot pedal

SIZE

215 (L) x 135 (H) x 90 (W) mm

EXAMPLES

Example of AC-5ND Jaws

AC-5ND